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Future coal supply prospects
‘Coal is found and used
in more than 70
countries’

‘Australia has the
potential to increase
production significantly’

This report examines national and
international coal supply prospects, to
determine that there will be sufficient
proven reserves to meet the likely
medium to long term demand. Coal is
found and used to varying extents in
over seventy countries although, at
present, the bulk of coal production is
concentrated in about ten countries
while the hard coal export market is
dominated by Australia, Indonesia,
Russia, South Africa, Colombia, and,
until recently, China and the USA.
However, the latter two countries are
increasingly becoming net importers
due to internal coal production
pressures arising from long distance
coal transportation problems.
Under current economic conditions,
the proven coal reserves are being used
at an increasing pace as global demand

for coal continues to rise. This is
reflected in the increased rate of coal
production to meet internal demand and
in the higher prices currently being
achieved in the global coal market, the
latter in part being due to rail and ship
infrastructure limitations that are
creating bottlenecks and supply
constraints. Without such constraints,
there is an adequate level of overall
operational mining capacity, either for
internal supply or for export, to meet
current global needs. However, for the
future with the expectation of a very
significant upturn in demand, it does
not appear that the declared
commercially proven exploitable
reserves will be sufficient to meet the
likely coal demand in 2030. At the
same time, while it should be possible
to bring sufficient additional proven
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‘Commercially proven
reserves may not be
sufficient to meet coal
demand in 2030’

reserves into production, there are many
warning signs that, because of time lags
within the production process, supply
and demand are unlikely to be balanced
at certain times during that period of
time.
Thus there are short-term limitations
in the ability of the major exporting
nations, such as Australia, to get
additional coal to end users, due to their
need to first address the infrastructure
limitations. There is also considerable
uncertainty as to whether Indonesia and
Russia will either be able to, or wish to,
maintain their current export output
levels, due to their intentions to ensure
adequate supplies for internal use. In
Asia, the two major nations that are
likely to increase imports significantly
are China and India, this situation being
compounded by China also choking off
exports. This will
result in a major
perturbation within
the region, with
supplies to other
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In due course, these short-term
limitations are likely to recede. For the
longer term many, but not all, of the
current major exporters have sufficient
indicative reserves together with high
expectations of establishing further new
reserves, as their mining industries are
relatively immature and earlier
geological surveys were limited in
scope. Consequently, it is very probable
that such exporters will be able to
expand their mining operations to meet
future growth in international trade. In
particular, Australia certainly has the
potential to increase its production
significantly, with some estimates
suggesting it can at least triple
production by 2050, with Asia being its
major market. Colombia and probably
Venezuela are expected to become
major exporting nations, with a rising
share of the market, especially in
Europe, assuming that the ongoing
regional political unrest can at least be
contained. Should supplies from Russia
and Indonesia either stagnate or decline,
there is also significant potential in
countries and states not yet recognised
as major coal producers. These include
Botswana, Mozambique (exports should
commence in 2010), Nigeria,
Zimbabwe, Mongolia (assuming a deal
is reached with China) and Alaska.
The provision of additional coal
supplies will depend on the necessary
investment being made both in overall
coal production and in expansion of the
export market supporting facilities to
ensure such coal’s timely transportation
to the end users. Such investment will
be significant. However, except for
State controlled organisations, most
suppliers do not have an obligation to
increase their investment levels, and
they will not do so unless a certain
measure of return can be achieved.
Presumably, the market mechanism will
see coal prices rise to an appropriate
level. The related point is that many of
these suppliers are international traders
in a range of commodities. As such,
potential coal investments will need to
be not only attractive in their own right
but also when compared to alternatives.
The high coal prices in recent years
have not yet spurred major investments
in new reserves capacity and supporting
infrastructure. This uncertainty
regarding investments in coal
exploration and production makes it
difficult to predict long-term coal
market impacts. This is a result of the
uncertainties inherent within the global
system, which is industrially led and

short-term market dominated, that are
not conducive to meaningful long-term
planning. Given the overriding
importance of coal as a key energy
source for the foreseeable future, a
reliable and transparent basis for taking
long-term decisions regarding the future
structure of the coal-based component
of the global energy system is required.
Until now, the coal production sector
has operated with very short term
horizons. If coal is to be established as
a longer term fuel of choice, there is a
need for a change of approach. In order
for national governments to prepare
robust energy strategies for the longer
term, it will be necessary to provide
information that firmly supports this
expectation. In particular, there is a
strong need to firm up information on
proven reserves through extensive
geological mapping of the existing
reserves and the resource base. Linked
to this is the need for improvement of
existing underground coal mining
technologies; and research and
development to establish novel coal
exploitation technologies, which can
give access to non-conventional coal
sources that otherwise might not be
available.
All of this is expected to have
important implications for coal supply
and demand patterns in the future.
Some traditional suppliers may not
remain in the global export business as
they will need to first meet internal and
local demands. Others may expand their
market share significantly while there
could well be new entrants to the
market, although some of these may not
be as reliable as the previous providers.
Last but not least, coal production costs
are likely to rise in the coming decades,
which will be reflected in the price to
the end user.
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